Abstract -
Nomenclature
Value of dependency from X to Y Frequency activity X is direct followed by activity Y Frequency activity Y is direct followed by activity X Value of length-one loop dependency Frequency of activity X directly followed by activity X Frequency of activity X directly followed by activity A, where A is one of the activities Value of length-two loop dependency Frequency of XYX in event log Frequency of YXY in event log Execution duration of activity Execution time of output activity Execution time of activity Parallel measure between Y and Z, split in X Frequency of activity Y directly followed by activity Z Frequency of activity Z directly followed by activity Y Frequency of activity X directly followed by activity Y Frequency of activity X directly followed by activity Z Number of times (per case activity) that activity Y and Z are in a parallel relation in an event log Frequency of activity Y not followed by activity Z Frequency of activity Z not followed by activity Y Average from arc weight of dependency graph Arc weight of dependence graph Number of edges Average of parallel measure which is calculated from Eq. (12) The number of correctly parsed traces in the event log t
The total number of traces in the event log CPM Continuous parsing fitness measure e
The total number of activities in the event log m
The number of missing input in the event log r
The number of remaining output in the event log
I. Introduction
A business process is a set of activities created to produce a specific output for specific purposes [1] .
The analysis of the variety of activities and the creation of a model of a business process from event logs is the purpose of the process discovery [2] .
Process discovery is one of the most challenging tasks in process mining and the large unsupervised learning task in nature, because event log rarely contains negative events [3] . A process discovery consists of a set of techniques that automatically construct a model of current activities of an organization on the basis of event logs. The business process model is then analyzed to reveal problems in the activities and to find some ways for solving them.
Recently Process Mining has been implemented in many fields, such as business [4] , environment [5] , [6] , smartphone [7] , and fraud [8] , [9] . Each method has its own disadvantages resulting in the activities of the organization not being represented effectively in the discovered model [10] .
The structure of a business process model can be expressed as a graph that contains a set of nodes connected by the edge [11] . Many algorithms are used for the process discovery, e.g. Alpha, Alpha+, Alpha++, and Heuristics Miner [12] . These algorithms are able to discover parallel (AND) or single choice (XOR) patterns [13] but none of them can discover conditional (OR) patterns. Hence, this paper introduces a modification of the existing Heuristics Miner (HM) that can discover conditional (OR) patterns in process models by considering an activity and its duration, i.e. time-based intervals. The proposed Modified Time-based Heuristics Miner (MTHM) basically extends the existing methods Heuristics Miner for Time Intervals [14] and Process Model Discovery based on Activity Lifespan [15] .
The proposed algorithm takes benefit from recognizing start time and finish time of the event logs, especially when their interval times fully or partially overlap while there is actually no causal dependency among the activities. A previous research [15] introduced non-linear dependency with the same concept of timebased intervals by considering activities and their time intervals. The difference between HM and MTHM is in the mining of parallel activities and the calculation of frequency relations among activities. HM classifies the sequence and parallel relation of activities from every trace in the event log and it counts the frequency of the discovered relations in the event log, whereas MTHM adds to this the calculation of the frequency of activities in parallel choice not followed by another activity in parallel choice. The parallel measure is computed based on the causal matrix. Hence, the threshold of the average parallel measure is used to decide the types of parallel activities. In Section IV, the proposed method has been evaluated demonstrating that it can discover correct models containing parallel (AND) and conditional (OR) patterns whereas the existing HM cannot discover conditional (OR) patterns. After discovering the correct business process model, it is important to evaluate its validity and to optimize the model fitness. Aprocess model is called valid if there exists at least one trace from the beginning to the end [12] . Meanwhile, a model with a good fitness fits well with the reality; all the traces in the event logs are represented in the discovered process model. A process model is overfitted when the fitness is low, because only high frequency traces are selected, being the threshold too high. A process model is an underfitted process when the fitness is high because all frequency traces are selected, being the threshold too low. The notion of precision is related to the overfitted process models, while the notion of generalization is related to the underfitted process models [16] .
II. Research Method
In this section, the Heuristics Miner algorithm is modified so to be able to discover conditional (OR) patterns based on time interval. The modification involves activities in event logs expressed as time-based intervals to deal with incompleteness and distinguishing parallel (AND) from conditional (OR) patterns. Timebased interval utilizes a double time-stamped event log to discover sequential and concurrent activities:
Parallel (AND) is used when a parallel split pattern occurs. A parallel split is defined as the mechanism that allows to split or to join so that it will be performed concurrently rather than serially. Two or more paths are created from the split of a single path, so at the same time two or more activities can start or a split activity will be executed. All the process discovery algorithms can model AND [12] . Conditional (OR) is used when a multiple choice pattern occurs. In a multiple choice pattern, alternative paths may be chosen, from one to all. Technically, one path is allowed to be chosen, but when the process flow stops unexpectedly, this could be considered an invalid situation [16] . When mining an event log, some process discovery algorithms are not able to represent a multiple-choice workflow correctly. Some researchers have identified the pattern as XOR-split, while others have identified it as AND-split [17] . Alpha ++, which uses Petri net for modeling [12] , is not able to discover OR. Single Choice (XOR) is used when only one activity is executed [18] . All the process discovery algorithms can model single choice (XOR) patterns.
II.1. Activities in Event Log Expressed as Time-based Intervals
The Heuristics Miner recognizes not only the start and finish time as log events but also each activity as an instantaneous event. The original Heuristics Miner algorithm has been modified in this research so it can deal with activities expressed as time-based intervals. [14] introduced a new definition of the direct succession relation based on time-based intervals.
A single event is represented as an activity. Let's have the definition X > w Y iff = t 1 ,…, t n and a ∈ {1,…, n−1} such that ∈ E, t i = X and t i+1 = Y.
This definition should be modified in order to be able to deal with activities expressed as time-based intervals.
There is an event log E. First, Name of Activity [E], the name of the activity that the event log belongs to, will be determined. Next Class Type of [E], the class type (start or end) of the event log is determined.
The new direct relation between two activities X Y is defined in Definition 1:
Definition 1 (Direct relation)
Given log event E and let activities X and Y be two time-based interval activities (not instantaneous), then:
Based on this definition, it can be stated that two conditions must be met for two activities to be in a direct relation: (1) the start of the second activity occurs after the end of the first activity, and (2) no other activity should start between both activities. The paper introduces a new idea about the parallelism relation between two activities. There are two instantaneous activities X and Y; if activities X and Y are noticed in no specific order, e.g. activity X is occasionally noticed before activity Y and once in a while activity Y is noticed before activity X, so (X > W Y) ∧ (Y > W X), then they are considered parallel. It may appear that this definition seems odd, but it is complicated to define a parallelism relation without the notion of duration. This can be more easily understood with a new definition of parallel relation:
Definition 2 (Parallelism relation, k)
Given log event E and let X and Y be two time-based interval activities (not instantaneous), then:
As stated before, this can be more easily understood when two activities overlap or when one contains the other. This definition shows two activities as having a parallel relation. [14] modified the notion of a parallel relation between two activities and the formulas of the algorithm for computing the statistical dependency to decide the parallel relation type: single choice (XOR) or parallel (AND). The new formulas are:
(1) (2) where refers to the number of times (per case activity) that activities Y and Z are in a parallel relation in an event log E. Reference [14] introduced the notion of activities being in a succession relation if they overlap in the event log, so in the discovered model they are in a parallel relation. Using the two new formulas, [14] obtained the 'backward compatibility' with the original Heuristics Miner algorithm.
Using Eq. (1), if two activities X and Y do not overlap, they are not in a parallel relation, i.e. = 0. Both formulas can be used if activities are expressed as time-based intervals or as instantaneous events.
They can also improve their performance without losing the benefits of Heuristics Miner.
II.2. Evaluating the Validity of the Discovered Process Model
The semantic discovered process model produced by Modified Time-based Heuristics Miner is considered not valid because it is not produced according to the formal theoretical rules, that describe the transformation from a dependency graph to a semantic discovered process model [12] , [18] .
A semantic discovered process model is a possible mined process model of an event log enriched with semantic split and join information.
However, it is important to distinguish two steps while creating the semantic discovered process model, i.e. (1) creating the dependency graph that becomes a causal net, (2) remodeling the causal net that becomes the semantic discovered process model.
From dependency graph to causal net
Causal nets are a representation toward process mining. A causal net is a graph where nodes represent activities and arcs represent the causal dependencies. Causal nets provide a better representational bias than conventional languages, which are too restrictive, such as Petri nets, BPMN, BPEL, EPCs, YAWL, and UML activity diagrams. In causal nets, each activity has a set of possible input bindings and a set of possible output bindings [16] , [22] .
When mining an event log, the Modified Time-based Heuristics Miner algorithm transforms the dependency graph into a causal net. Dependency graphs constructed by the Modified Time-based Heuristics Miner algorithm are built correctly. However, having a closer look, it is clear that the result does not correspond to a causal net, built according to the formal theoretical rules. Each activity in the causal net contains the correct input and output activities, but sometimes the construction of the subsets is not correct: two activities in the same subset are in an AND-relation and activities in different subsets are in an XOR-relation [19] .
From causal net to semantic discovered process model
When the causal net result is converted to a semantic discovered process model, first, the activities are added to the semantic discovered process model. Second, the input and output gateways for each activity are added.
When adding a gateway, it is selected regardless of the relation between two activities. Finally, a selected gateway is added for each input and output activity.
Clearly this is incorrect, since an activity with several possible inputs (or outputs) should have only one gateway (XOR, AND or OR) as opposed to as many as its number of input (or output) activities. Furthermore, since the erratic causal net representation is used, the algorithm considers an XOR-relation as an AND-relation and vice versa.
Overall, in order to resolve these validity problems, first, when creating the causal net from the dependency graph, the parallel relations AND, OR and XOR must be interpreted correctly from the inputs and outputs in the dependency graph.
Next, the algorithm has to be adjusted to differentiate between a sequential relation and a parallel relation (an AND, OR, or XOR) between activities. The appropriate gateway is selected and added depending on the relation between the activities. Finally, the appropriate selected gateways are correctly connected to each other.
II.3. Evaluating the Fitness of the Discovered Process Models
In the process mining literature, there is no common framework for evaluating discovered process models.
It is only stated that for comparing and evaluating a discovered process model one can use the results from different algorithms. Fitness, precision, generalization and structure are used to evaluate the quality of a model.
The fitness of discovered process models can be used to evaluate if the final decision of one method is better than others. A model that fits well with the reality is said to have good fitness. A process model has perfect fitness if all the traces in the event log from the beginning to the end are represented by the model.
Precision is related to the overfitted models, generalization is related to the underfitted models, while definition structure is the pragmatic quality of a model [12] . In Heuristics Miner, the calculation to quantify fitness uses two metrics: the parsing measure (PM) and the continuous parsing measure (CPM). The parsing measure is defined as follows: (3) where the symbols mean: PM : parsing measure; c : the number of correctly parsed traces in the event log; t : the total number of traces in the event log. [12] defines the formula to calculate the continuous parsing fitness measure, for example for identifying activities rather than traces, as follows: (4) where the symbols mean: CPM : continuous parsing fitness measure; e : the total number of activities in the event log; m : the number of missing input in the event log; r : the number of remaining output in the event log.
III. Proposed Method
As described in [18] , there are three steps involved in discovering a model from an event log using Heuristics Miner. In this section, the formulas used in the three steps of Heuristics Miner will be modified.
III.1. Mining the Dependency Graph
The construction of the dependency graph is the starting point of the Heuristics Miner algorithm. The true dependency between two events, X and Y (notation X => W Y) is indicated using a frequency based metric.
The frequency produces the direct successor frequency matrix. The heuristic search uses calculated => W values between events in the event log. Eq. (5) is used to decide the dependency relation between the activities in the control-flow network: (5) where the symbols refer to:
: value of dependency from X to Y; : frequency activity X is direct followed by activity Y; : frequency activity Y is direct followed by activity X. Eq. (5) produces the dependency measure matrix used to make the dependency graph. Heuristics Miner as described in Weijters [18] , [19] and Cnudde [12] uses a number of thresholds to determine the dependency measure: a. Relative-to-best threshold (RBT) This paper suggests that the relative-to-best threshold value is close to the average value of the dependency measure in a control-flow network:
The first step to get the relative-to-best threshold value is to calculate the average value (Avg) of the positive dependency measure (PDM) in the dependency measure matrix.
The second step is to determine the upper and lower limits of the threshold interval using standard deviation. This paper suggests the average value (Avg) of the positive dependency measure (PDM) as the upper limit and the average value of the dependency measure minus the standard deviation (SD) as the lower limit. The last step is to determine the relative-to-best threshold. This paper suggests the formula in Eq. (6) to determine the relative-to the best threshold:
b. Positive observations threshold (POT)
The positive observations threshold controls the minimum frequency of dependency between activities.
The relation is used only when the frequency of dependency between activities is the same as or higher than the threshold value (i.e. there is dependency between two activities, A and B, so the positive observation threshold is
The positive observations threshold uses the minimum direct successor frequency from the direct successor frequency matrix [17] , [20] .
c. Dependency threshold (DT)
The dependency threshold indicates the edge that is going to be accepted (i.e. the edge that is inserted into the discovered process model). The edge will be accepted if the value of the dependency measure in the dependency measure matrix is higher than the value of the dependency threshold.
This paper suggests the formula in Eq. (7) to determine the dependency threshold:
III.2. Checking Short Loop (Length-one Loop and Length-two Loop)
One activity may be executed by the process multiple times. This condition is referred to as a loop. By using the dependency measure, Heuristics Miner has not any problem in detecting long-distance loops, but it has a problem for detecting short loops [12] .
The formula for length-one loop is:
where the symbols refer to: : value of length-one loop dependency : frequency of activity X directly followed by activity X : frequency of activity X directly followed by activity A, where A is one of the activities in the event log.
The formula for length-two loop:
where the symbols refer to: : value of length-two loop dependency : frequency of XYX in event log : frequency of YXY in event log
III.3. Mining Parallel Activities
The parallel measure calculation requires the frequency of parallel activities appearing in the event log. This frequency is obtained by counting the concurrent relation of all the parallel activities [21] .
The concurrent relation discovery needs a double time-stamped event log. A common event log that was single time-stamped was acquired from an organization, but the event log used in this research was a double timestamped event log that was extended from the single time-stamped event log. It was necessary to estimate the duration of each activity to convert the single timestamped event log into a double time-stamped event log.
The determination of the duration of each activity in the event log was done by taking the average execution duration of each activity in the event log.
The execution duration was obtained by subtracting the output of an activity with the activity (i.e. if activity A has activity B as output then the execution duration of activity A is the execution time of B minus the execution time of A): (10) where the symbols in the above equations refer to:
: execution duration of activity; : execution time of output activity; : execution time of activity. After the conversion of the event log, the next step is to calculate the frequency of the relations between activities. Based on [19] , there are two steps to calculate the frequency, described as follows: o To classify the sequential (>) and parallel (||) relation activities from every trace in the event log based on Definition 3 and Definition 4. o To count the frequency of the relations discovered in the event log.
Definition 3.
Given event log ( ) and trace ( ) such that . The causal relation between two activities and according to which can be differentiated as follows:
Definition 4.
Given event log ( ) and trace ( ) such that . The control flow between two activities and according to which can be differentiated as follows:
Using the calculated frequency, the parallel measure is calculated using a modified version of the original formula for parallel measure from Heuristics Miner.
The original formula is:
where the symbols refer to: : parallel measure between Y and Z, split in X : frequency of activity Y directly followed by activity Z : frequency of activity Z directly followed by activity Y : frequency of activity X directly followed by activity Y : frequency of activity X directly followed by activity Z : number of times (per case activity) that activity Y and Z are in a parallel relation in event log E The existing method sets the frequency of direct activities in the event log. However, there are indirect activities that can increase the chance of discovering parallel (AND) patterns. Therefore, the modified method additionally sets the frequency of indirect activities in the event log. For example, the original Heuristics Miner uses Equation 11 to calculate the parallel measure of activities Y and Z which split into activity X.
This equation uses the direct activity frequency of parallel choice, i.e. activities Y and Z ( ) and activities Z and Y ( ), whereas parallel (AND) activities can be executed as far as all the split and join activities are executed in all the traces in the event log.
For counting the parallel measure of activities Y and Z which split into activity X, Modified Time-based Heuristics Miner therefore uses the frequency of direct or parallel choice which splits into its parent activity, i.e. activities Y and Z ( ) and activities Z and Y ( ), and for the XOR and OR threshold it uses the frequency of parallel choice activities that are not followed by another parallel choice activity.
The formula for parallel measure in Modified Timebased Heuristics Miner is written in Eq. (12) .
From the frequency calculated using the time-based intervals, if a parallel activity does not appear in the causal matrix then it is necessary to look for its predecessor or successor.
Next, the parallel choice activities should be summed from the predecessor or successor into the frequency of the predecessor or successor as it appears in the causal matrix. The formula for parallel measure is: (12) where the symbols refer to:
: parallel measurebetween Y and Z, split in X : frequency of activity Y directly followed by activity Z : frequency of activity Z directly followed by activity Y : frequency of activity X directly followed by activity Y : frequency of activity X directly followed by activity Z : number of times (per case activity) that activity Y and Z are in a parallel relation in an event log : frequency of activity Y not followed by activity Z : frequency of activity Z not followed by activity Y After discovering all the relations in the event log, the parallel relations are classified into parallel (AND), conditional (OR), and single choice (XOR).
The classification utilizes the following equations:
The intervals for discovering XOR, OR, and AND are:  XOR: (15)  OR: (16)  AND: (17) where the symbols in the above equations are defined as:
: average from arc weight of dependency graph; : minimum value of positive dependency measure in matrix dependency measure.
IV. Results and Analysis
This research uses a double time-stamped event log containing the execution of activities of more than one department in an organization. The information attributes contained in the event log are: the number of case id, the activity in process, and the timestamp of activity execution (start time and finish time). Table I contains the event log used for the experiment, which includes the case id, the activity in process, and the timestamp of activity execution as follows: 
IV.1. Experiment Data
L = {(ABCDEFGHIJK), (ABCDEFGIJK), (ABDCEFHIJK),(
IV.2. Mining Using Modified Time-based Heuristics Miner
In this section, an example of process discovery using Modified Timed-based Heuristics Miner will be illustrated.
IV.2.1. Mining the Dependency Graph
The first step is to create the activity dependence relation frequency matrix from the event log.
This research uses the dependency mined by Heuristics Miner to determine the relations of each activity. The event log in Table I produces the matrix shown in Table II . The second step is to count the dependency measure using Eq. (5). The formula produces the dependency measure matrix. The third step is to determine the thresholds. This step needs the average and standard deviation of the positive dependency measure calculated from the dependency measure matrix:  Average of positive dependency measure = 0.884;  Standard deviation of positive dependency measure = 0.102. The value of the relative-to-best threshold is calculated using Eq. (6). 
Relative-to-best threshold = 0.83
The positive-to-best threshold uses the minimum dependency from the direct successor frequency matrix.
Positive observations threshold = 4
The value of the dependency threshold is calculated using Eq. (7).
Dependency threshold = 0.84
This threshold indicates the dependency relation between the activities that will be included. The relations between activities that have a dependency measure equal to or higher than the dependency threshold will be included. Based on this threshold, the dependency graph can be modeled as follows (Fig. 1) . 
IV.2.2. Checking Short Loop (Length-one Loop and Length-two Loop)
Length-one loop needs the frequency matrix for length-one loop to calculate the dependency of lengthone loop.
TABLE IV LENGTH-ONE LOOP FREQUENCY MATRIX

No
Frequency of activity 1 directly followed by activity 2 Frequency number 1 4 Then using the length-one loop formula from Eq. (8), the matrix shown in Table V is obtained. Length-two loop needs the length-two loop frequency matrix to calculate the length-two loop dependency. Then, using the length-two loop formula from Eq. (9), the matrix shown in Table VII is obtained   TABLE VII From Table V and Table VII , it can be seen that length-one loop JJ and length-two loop JKJ are contained in the model.
Hence the model can be described as in Fig. 2 . The final graph from the proposed method is as follows. 
IV.2.3. Mining Parallel Activity
The first thing to do is create the causal matrix.
Since there are inputs and outputs with more than one activity, the parallel activities are , , and . The parallel measure is calculated using Eq. (10). = 1.378, = 1.378, = 0.729 and = 0.729. The next step is to check if both parallel measurements can be averaged or not. Because the inputs and outputs have one same activity and the number of input and output activities are the same, the parallel measurement can be averaged using Eqs. (11) and (12) .
Next, XOR, OR, and AND are determined using Eq. (15), (16), (17) . Eq. (15), (16) , and (17) need the average dependency measure and the threshold interval of the dependency measure from the dependency graph.
The average dependency measure using Equation 13 is 0.884. The minimum dependency measure using Eq. (14) is 0.567. The average parallel measure of and is 1.378 and the average parallel measure of and is 0.729. Eqs. (15), (16) , and (17) show that the split and join patterns used in this model are AND and OR.
Hence, the model becomes as shown in Fig. 3 . The above experiments use 18 cases from the event log and discover the process model using the Modified Time-based Heuristics Miner algorithm.
Additionally, we used 50 cases from the event log and the results were the same as when 18 cases from the event log were used. The Modified Time-based Heuristics Miner algorithm can find input, output, parallel relation (OR, AND, XOR), and short loop.
IV.3. Mining Using the Original Heuristics Miner
Based on [14] , the event log in Table I is discovered using the original Heuristics Miner with the direct successor frequency matrix as shown in Table II . The basic formula has been applied for mining the dependency measure from Heuristics Miner [13] , [14] .
Then the following data have been calculated: the relative-to-best threshold (RBT), positive observations threshold (POT), and dependency threshold (DT) using Eqs. (6) and (7).
The results of RBT, POT and DT were 0.622, 4, 0.472. For mining short loop, length-one loop and lengthtwo loop were used in the graph model because they don't use the rule of completeness. Thus, the process model contained the same result of length-one loop and length two-loop as in Table V and Table VII in Section IV.2.
The same causal matrix as shown in Table VIII 
IV.4. Mining Using Process Model Discovery Based on Activity Lifespan
The algorithm introduced by Rizka et al. [11] was used to discover a model from the event log in Table I .
The relations discovered in every trace are united in each classification:
Step 1. Input (T1) and output (T0) from each trace: Step 5. parallel AND relation
Step 6. Graph composes XOR or AND relations
Step 7. Adding sequence relations and input/output in the graph 
IV.5. Mining Using Heuristics Miner for Time Intervals
The Heuristics Miner for Time Intervals algorithm introduced by Burattin [2] was used to discover a model from the event log in Table I . The following data were calculated: the relative-to-best threshold (RBT), positive observations threshold (POT), and dependency threshold (DT) using Eqs. (6) and (7) . The results of RBT, POT and DT were 0.833, 4, and 0.782 respectively.
Using the same causal matrix as shown in Table VIII Fig. 6 . 
IV.6. Validity of the Discovered Process Model
Using Modified Time-based Heuristics Miner, the semantic discovered process model could be generated from the discovered process model in Section IV.2 ( Fig.  3) , as shown in Table IX and Table X. The Modified Time-based Heuristics Miner algorithm transformed the dependency graph shown in Table IX into the causal net in Table X . Each activity in the causal net in Table X contains its correct input and output activities.
The last part of the transformation step connects the gateways to each other in order to form a connected semantic discovered process model. The resulting semantic discovered process model of event log L is shown in Fig. 7 . Following the rules of validity, it can be concluded that the results of Modified Time-based Heuristics Miner generated the semantics in a valid way.
The final graph from the proposed method is shown in Fig. 7 . 
IV.7. The Fitness of the Discovered Process Models
Considering the fitness definition given in Section II.3, it is possible to evaluate and to compare the fitness of the process models discovered by the four different algorithms. Using the parsing measure (Eq. (3)) and the continuous parsing measure (Eq. (4)), the fitness values for each method were listed in Tables XI, XII. The fitness values and their constituting variables for the event log in Table I mined by the four different algorithms are shown in Table IX and Table X. The number of correctly parsed traces c has increased and the number of missing and remaining activities (m and r) has decreased, which means that the process models discovered by Modified Time-based Heuristics Miner fit the reality better than the process models discovered by the original Heuristics Miner, Process Model Discovery Based on Activity Lifespan, and Heuristics Miner for Time Intervals.
V. Conclusion
This paper presented a modification of the Heuristics Miner algorithm using the activity expressed as timebased intervals and not as single time-stamped.
This new approach has been introduced into the original heuristics miner algorithm paying attention to backward compatibility. It has been shown that the proposed Modified Time-based Heuristics Miner algorithm can discover business process models containing conditional (OR) parallel relations, which cannot be discovered by the existing algorithms, such as original Heuristics Miner, Process Model Discovery based on Activity Lifespan, and Heuristics Miner for Time Intervals. The Modified Time-based Heuristics Miner method elaborates the mining of parallel activities from the causal matrix and computes the parallel measure. Hence, the threshold interval of the average parallel measure is used to decide the types of parallel split and join patterns. The experimental results showed that Modified Time-based Heuristics Miner can discover correct process models that contain single choice (XOR), parallel (AND) and conditional (OR) parallel relations. It does not only discover correct models containing parallel relations but it can also improve the validity and fitness of the discovered process models. 
